
Chapter 13
Nutrient Dynamics in Decomposing Dead
Wood in the Context of Wood Eater
Requirements: The Ecological
Stoichiometry of Saproxylophagous Insects

Michał Filipiak

Abstract Dead wood is rich in sugars and can serve as an energy source when
digested, but it lacks other nutrients, preventing the growth, development, and
maturation of saproxylophages (saproxylic organisms that consume dead wood at
any stage of decomposition). Split into atoms, sugars only serve as a source of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, thereby providing insufficient nutrition for
saproxylophages and for their digestive tract symbionts, despite the ability of certain
symbionts to assimilate nitrogen directly from the air. Ecological stoichiometry
framework was applied to understand how nutritional scarcity shapes
saproxylophage-dead wood interactions. Dead wood is 1–3 orders of magnitude
inadequate in biologically essential elements (N, P, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu),
compared to requirements of its consumers, preventing the production of necessary
organic compounds, thus limiting saproxylophages’ growth, development, and
maintenance. However, the wood is nutritionally unstable. During decomposition,
concentrations of the biologically essential elements increase promoting
saproxylophage development. Three mechanisms contribute to the nutrient dynam-
ics in dead wood: (1) C loss, which increases the concentration of other essential
elements, (2) N fixation by prokaryotes, and (3) fungal transport of outside nutrients.
Prokaryotic N fixation partially mitigates the limitations on saproxylophages by the
scarcity of N, often the most limiting nutrient, but co-limitation by seven elements
(N, P, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu) may occur. Fungal transport can shape nutrient
dynamics early in wood decay, rearranging extremely scarce nutritional composition
of dead wood environment during its initial stage of decomposition and assisting
saproxylophage growth and development. This transport considerably alters the
relative and total amounts of non-C elements, mitigating also nutritional constraints
experienced by saproxylophages inhabiting such nutritionally enriched wood during
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later stages of decomposition. Additionally, C losses during later decomposition
stages may further change non-C element concentrations beyond fungal enrichment.
More detailed studies of the short-term nutrient dynamics in dead wood relative to
the nutritional requirements of saproxylophages are needed to understand decom-
position process and nutrient cycling in ecosystems. These studies should include a
wide array of elements that may be limiting for saproxylophages (e.g., P, Na, K, Mg,
Zn, and Cu in addition to commonly studied N). Studies on nutrient dynamics in
dead wood should discuss obtained data in the context of nutritional needs of
saproxylophages. To allow for this, data on multielemental ecological stoichiometry
of saproxylophages of various taxa, inhabiting different wood species in various
geographical locations, are needed.

13.1 Background: Nutritional Scarcity in Dead Wood
and Why It Matters

Wood is composed of approximately 90–99% cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin
(Parkin 1940; Pettersen 1984) and consists of 50% C, 44% O, and 6% H as well as
trace amounts of other elements (Pettersen 1984). In temperate zones, elements other
than C, H, O, N, and S may comprise approximately 0.1–0.6% of wood, but tropical
wood may be more nutritious, containing up to 5% ash (Ragland et al. 1991;
Pettersen 1984). Additionally, wood may consist of approximately 0.08–0.2% of
N (Meerts 2002) and 0.003–0.03% of P (Pettersen 1984; Meerts 2002), which are
extremely low concentrations that are insufficient for insects and other arthropods
(they have one- to threefold higher N and P concentrations in their bodies (Fagan
et al. 2002; Schneider et al. 2010; Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Filipiak 2016); see
Sterner and Elser (2002) and Elser et al. (2000a, b) for discussions on how such
nutritional imbalances may limit organisms and influence ecosystems). In dead
wood, C:N and C:P ratios may be as high as 6500/7500 and 54,500/150,000 (dry
mass ratio/molar ratio), respectively, which indicates severe nutritional scarcity for
potential consumers (Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Filipiak et al. 2016). Therefore, the
chemical composition of dead wood differs from that of other plant tissues because it
is extraordinarily rich in C, H, and O atoms but scarce in other elements and thus
extremely nutritionally unbalanced for its potential consumers. In this context, the
growth and development of dead wood-eating beetles may be co-limited by the
scarcity of non-sugar nutrients in dead wood, including essential bioelements such
as N, P, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu (Filipiak and Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al.
2016). The limitations imposed by differences between nutritional demand (the
nutritional needs of growing organisms) and supply (the availability of the nutrients
required in an environment) can determine the fitness of an organism and may
influence its ecological interactions (Haack and Slansky 1987; Sterner and Elser
2002; Pokarzhevskii et al. 2003; Cherif 2012; Kaspari and Powers 2016). A
mismatch between the nutritional composition of food and the requirements of a
consumer can limit the growth and development of the consumer even when
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potential foods are available in excess (Haack and Slansky 1987; Sterner and Elser
2002), which raises the following question: How do wood-eating insects obtain the
nutrients required for growth and development?

The nutritional scarcity of dead wood may cause supplementary carnivory, which
is observed among saproxylophages (Stokland et al. 2012), and cannibalism is a
special kind of predation exhibited by some of saproxylic species. For example,
larvae of the large wood-boring beetle genus Monochamus are highly carnivorous
and will rapidly devour each other (Soper and Olson 1963), and these insects also
feed on bark beetles they encounter within dead wood (Dodds et al. 2001). Further-
more, Thorne and Kimsey (1983) observed Nasutitermes termites feeding on a dead
boa constrictor, a three-toed sloth, and a turtle, and in all cases, the termites had
constructed carton foraging galleries over portions of the remains, beneath which
feeding took place. Interestingly, carrion feeding was observed only during the dry
season, when the demand for nutrients is highest due to the production of thousands
of winged and reproductive adults. Termites are also known to feed on dead insect
larvae and other corpses encountered while foraging in wood (Thorne and Kimsey
1983, and examples therein), which most notably includes cannibalizing dead (and
in some cases living) nestmates, a behavior that is apparently exhibited by all
termites (Wilson 1971). Apart from these examples, there are a number of
saproxylophagous insects that apparently feed exclusively on dead wood and are
able to survive and thrive on this low-quality food source (Wallace 1953; Hanula
1996; Grove 2002; Nadeau et al. 2015; Ulyshen 2016). How is this possible?

The activity of digestive tract symbionts is known to play a role in balancing the
diet of insects that utilize suboptimal plant resources as their food (Ljungdahl and
Eriksson 1985; Martin et al. 1991; Dillon and Dillon 2004; Douglas 2009), and in
this context, xylophagous insects are believed to survive and thrive utilizing poly-
saccharides as either a direct food source or as a resource for their digestive tract
symbionts (Mansour 1934; Parkin 1940; Martin 1983; Watanabe and Tokuda 2010).
However, according to the law of the conservation of mass, this is insufficient
because the constituent atoms of nutrients cannot be created by organisms from
the available biomass. Therefore, the elemental composition of wood limits the
available nutrients, although symbionts are able to increase the digestibility of
woody matter and synthesize important organic compounds from nutrients furnished
by dead wood (Ljungdahl and Eriksson 1985; Martin et al. 1991; Douglas 2009).
Indeed, it has been suggested that the ability to feed on cellulose is rarely advanta-
geous for insects (Martin et al. 1991). Polysaccharides and lignin, even when split into
atoms, are a source of only three chemical elements (C, H, and O). This is not enough
to enable the growth, development, and functioning of a living organism. Even
considering the ability of symbionts to directly assimilate the fourth essential element
(N) from the atmosphere, this is still not enough, since a source of other micronutrients
is required to synthesize physiologically essential organic molecules (e.g., RNA,
metalloproteins, enzymes, structural proteins, phospholipids, nucleotides, and vita-
mins). Therefore, wood alone may not be an appropriate food source for many
saproxylic insects, even considering the activity of their digestive tract symbionts.
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As reviewed by Swift and Boddy (1984), the colonization of dead wood by most
arthropods requires, or is at least strongly favored by, prior microbial conditioning.
Even species in close symbiotic relationships with microbes capable of breaking
down wood often prefer wood that is already infested by fungi and other microor-
ganisms (Kovoor 1964; Gentry and Whitford 1982). For example, Becker (1965)
found that termites in dry wood consume approximately twice as much wood
decayed by brown rot fungi as nondecayed wood, and after 18 months, colonies
feeding on decayed wood were approximately five times larger than their counter-
parts in nondecayed wood. Research by Smythe et al. (1971) found the subterranean
termite Reticulitermes flavipes (Kol.) to exhibit a similar preference for decayed
wood, and Hendee (Hendee 1935) found Zootermopsis termites feeding on pine
wood containing fungi to be healthier than those feeding on uninfested wood.
According to Swift and Boddy (1984), there are four primary ways by which
microbial activity may favor colonization and feeding by wood-dwelling arthropods:
(1) production of attractant substances, (2) softening of wood through enzymatic
activity, (3) destruction of allelopathic substances against wood-dwelling arthro-
pods, and (4) improving the nutritional quality of the resource. Indeed, dead wood is
not nutritionally stable, and microbial activity is responsible for the nutritional
enrichment of dead wood (Filipiak et al. 2016). Nutritionally scarce dead wood
may be highly enriched in nutrients during the first few years of decomposition,
allowing saproxylophages to meet their nutritional needs (Filipiak and Weiner 2014;
Filipiak et al. 2016). It has been suggested that dynamic changes in the nutritional
composition of dead wood occur during the larval development of saproxylic beetles
that promote their growth, development, and maturation (Filipiak and Weiner
2017a). These changes may be caused by decomposing fungi (Filipiak et al. 2016)
and protists (Fukasawa et al. 2017).

As wood decomposes, it is colonized by a succession of microorganisms and
saproxylic insects (Grove 2002), the majority of which are represented by three
groups: beetles (Coleoptera), midges and flies (Diptera), and termites and cock-
roaches (Blattodea) (Hanula 1996; Grove 2002; Stokland et al. 2012) with beetles
being among the first colonists of dead wood (Nadeau et al. 2015). Saproxylophages
are also represented by butterflies (Lepidoptera), true bugs (Heteroptera), and hyme-
nopterans (Hanula 1996; Stokland et al. 2012; Seibold et al. 2014). From these,
beetles and termites have been studied most (see literature reviews by Grove 2002;
Ulyshen 2016; Nadeau et al. 2015; Hanula 1996). To date, few data have been
published on the nutrient dynamics of decaying wood associated with the nutritional
needs of saproxylophages, and only three species of insects (beetles) have served as
model organisms: Stictoleptura rubra (L.), Arhopalus rusticus (L.) (Coleoptera,
Cerambycidae) and Chalcophora mariana (L.) (Coleoptera, Buprestidae) (Filipiak
and Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al. 2016).

This chapter will be presented within the framework of ecological stoichiometry
(or biological stoichiometry), i.e., the study of the balance of energy and multiple
chemical elements in ecological interactions (Sterner and Elser 2002; Filipiak and
Weiner 2017b; Cherif et al. 2017). Ecological stoichiometry considers how the
chemical composition of organisms differs from that of their food and the
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consequences of these differences for growth and development (Fraústo da Silva and
Williams 2001; Sterner and Elser 2002). This concerns the organic chemistry of life
but, in particular, the chemical elements that are the basic building blocks of all
living matter from bacteria to wales. It is impossible to understand the nutritional
constraints on the growth and development of individual organisms, colonies, and
populations without considering these elements (see Cherif et al. 2017 for a discus-
sion on how ecological stoichiometry may improve this understanding). Despite
their diversity and complexity, all molecules, cells, tissues, organisms, and
populations are composed of the atoms of approximately 25 elements and are
maintained through the use of energy (Fraústo da Silva and Williams 2001; Sterner
and Elser 2002; Kaspari and Powers 2016). Moreover, all are composed of specific
sets of atoms selected from the environment in proportions required to create the
organic molecules that form the bodies of organisms, which are built according to
specific “elemental recipes” and thus must maintain “elemental” or “stoichiometric”
homeostasis. Therefore, the active regulation of elemental body stoichiometry (pro-
portions of atoms) is an essential trait of all organisms (Sterner and Elser 2002;
Jeyasingh et al. 2017). In this context, the law of the conservation of mass predicts
that the atoms of the approximately 25 elements composing all living things cannot
be created from nothing. During growth and development, organisms achieve not
only their final adult shape but also the size, condition, and fertility necessary for
reproductive success. Adult bodies are fully formed, so their functionality is primar-
ily limited by energy levels and, to a lesser degree, the availability of specific organic
compounds (e.g., fatty acids and amino acids) and physiologically important ions
such as K, Na, Mg, and Ca (Slansky and Rodriguez 1987; Cohen 2003). However,
the ability to form a fully functional adult body may depend on the availability of
body-building nutrients during the juvenile growth stages (Slansky and Rodriguez
1987; Sterner and Elser 2002). Thus, the growth and development of an organism
may be compromised when food sources are nutrient limited, so adult fitness may be
affected when deficiencies occur during the juvenile stage. Herbivores and
detritivores rely on diets that are rich in energy but scarce in the components used
for development and maintenance (e.g., metalloproteins, phospholipids, and amino
acids, i.e., molecules rich in N, P, S, and metals), so the development and growth of
these organisms may be limited by food quality, which is defined by the availability
of (1) the nutrients required for growth and development and (2) the energy needed
to fuel the biochemical processes contributing to growth and development as well as
movement and foraging or, more simply, any action undertaken by an organism
(Sterner and Hessen 1994; Sterner and Elser 2002; Pokarzhevskii et al. 2003; Cherif
2012; Kaspari and Powers 2016). Accordingly, saproxylophages (organisms that
consume dead wood at any stage of decomposition) experience extremely severe
nutritional limitations because their food (dead wood) almost exclusively consists of
polysaccharides and lignin and therefore lacks other nutrients (Filipiak and Weiner
2014, 2017a). Sterner and Elser (2002) comprehensively discussed the nutritional
needs of organisms relative to C:N:P stoichiometry, and more than these three
extensively studied elements are needed to form the cells and bodies of organisms
(Fraústo da Silva and Williams 2001; Kaspari and Powers 2016). The
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multielemental stoichiometry of saproxylophages, dead wood, and the fungi
inhabiting the wood are considered in this chapter.

13.2 Nitrogen Fixation in Dead Wood and Saproxylophage
Nutrition

Much attention has been given to the limiting effect of N scarcity on
saproxylophages and the mechanisms underlying N dynamics in decomposing
dead wood (e.g., Cowling and Merrill 1966; Swift et al. 1979; Roskoski 1980;
Higashi et al. 1992; Varm et al. 1994; Vega and Blackwell 2005; Douglas 2009;
Ulyshen 2015, 2016; Johnston et al. 2016). Herbivores and detritivores generally
face N scarcity, which influences their fitness, consumer-driven nutrient cycling, and
the fate of primary production in ecosystems (Elser et al. 2000b; Fagan et al. 2002;
Sterner and Elser 2002; Martinson et al. 2008; Evans-White and Halvorson 2017).
Dead wood is especially N scarce, but N may be utilized from external sources
(Roskoski 1980; Douglas 2009; Ulyshen 2015). Two major mechanisms contribut-
ing to the N enrichment of wood have been suggested: transport in fungal hyphae
and fixation from the air (Stenlid et al. 2008; Ulyshen 2015, 2016). The role of the
transport of N, as well as other nutritional elements, by fungi will be discussed in
further detail since such transport seems to be an important factor for mitigating the
general nutritional scarcity (of all nutrients and not just N) of dead wood (Filipiak
and Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al. 2016). Therefore, I would like to briefly
discuss only N fixation in this subsection. There are two types of N-fixing organisms
that may mitigate N scarcity in the dead wood consumed by saproxylophages:
(1) organisms that inhabit the wood and may therefore directly enrich the dead
wood environment (e.g., Ulyshen 2015; Roskoski 1980; Spano et al. 1982) and
(2) organisms that inhabit the digestive tracts of saproxylophages and may therefore
mitigate the N scarcity experienced by saproxylophages regardless of that in the
external dead wood environment (e.g., Ulyshen 2015; Douglas 2009). Both types of
N-fixing organisms may play different roles in mitigating N scarcity for
saproxylophages, and I will first focus on the first type (1) of organisms. Mycorrhizal
fungi and N-fixing bacteria deliver up to 80% of all the N acquired by plants in
temperate and boreal forests (Baldrian 2017), and half of the bacterial isolates from
living trees may be able to fix atmospheric N (Aho 1974). Similarly, N fixation by
bacteria and translocation of N by mycelial networks during decomposition increase
the N content in dead wood with approximately 2 kg N-fixed ha�1 per year, which is
an important contribution to the N cycling in the whole ecosystem (Stenlid et al.
2008; Baldrian 2017). A recent study (Rinne et al. 2017) showed the major role of N
fixation in increasing the N content of dead wood during the late stage of decay in a
Norway spruce-dominated forest; it accounted for 60% of the total N accumulation
in the most decayed of the studied wood. It is known that N-fixing organisms play an
important role in N cycling in ecosystems, and the amounts of N that they fix have
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been estimated (Roskoski 1980; Spano et al. 1982; Ulyshen 2015; Baldrian 2017;
Rinne et al. 2017). However, this knowledge is taken out of context, since it was not
related to the nutritional needs of saproxylophages, and the degree to which the
amount of N fixed by microorganisms contributes to balancing the diet of
saproxylophages is not known. Therefore, despite knowing that bacteria may fix
1–2 kg N ha�1 per year and that these amounts are comparable to inputs from
precipitation and dry deposition (2–3 kg N ha�1 per year) (Ulyshen 2015), what
these amounts mean for the nutritional needs of growing and developing
saproxylophages is not understood. Future studies should take qualitative data on
the N dynamics in dead wood into account since the quality of food may affect the
growth, development, life histories, and fitness of consumers regardless of quantity
(Sterner and Hessen 1994; Pokarzhevskii et al. 2003; Kaspari and Powers 2016;
Filipiak andWeiner 2017b). The contribution of N-fixing bacteria to the N dynamics
in dead wood has been shown to be temperature dependent and may therefore vary
with geographical region (Rinne et al. 2017), which should be considered in future
studies. Considering the other type (2) of organisms, the microbial symbionts in
arthropod guts have been proposed as important vectors contributing to the growth
of their hosts as well as to nutrient cycling in ecosystems, with N fixation rates of
10–40 kg ha�1 per year (ten times more than that of type 1 organisms) (Nardi et al.
2002). There is no doubt that N-fixing symbiotic microbes contribute to the supple-
mentation of termite diets with N. Additionally, there is some scarce and
nonconclusive evidence of similar diet supplementation mechanisms in wood-
boring beetles (Higashi et al. 1992; Nardi et al. 2002; Kneip et al. 2007; Ulyshen
2015). Microbial N fixation may account for >60% of the N in the colonies of the
termite Neotermes koshunensis (Shiraki) (Täyasu et al. 1994), but it is worth noting
that there are species of saproxylophagous insects that naturally lack N-fixing gut
symbionts (e.g., Hylotrupes bajulus (L.), Cerambycidae) as well as insects that
contain such symbionts but whose use of the provided N has been impossible to
prove (Bridges 1981). Douglas (2009) stated that the nutritional significance of
microbial N fixation for insects is uncertain because the product of N fixation by
bacteria is ammonia, which is potentially toxic to insects but may be metabolizable
by animals to a small degree. Since most insects lack the ability to assimilate
ammonia, they must rely on sources of high-quality N compounds (e.g., fungal
hyphae) even if they live in symbiosis with N-fixing microorganisms (Vinet and
Zhedanov 2010). In their review, Crotti et al. (2010) stated that there has, to date,
been no clear demonstration of the function of the gut bacteria in ants feeding on
N-scarce diets. However, ants have been shown to utilize different types of N-fixing
organisms (other than N-fixing bacteria) and may rely on N fixed from the air by
ant-cultivated fungi (Pinto-Tomás et al. 2009). Nardi et al. (2002) noted that the
range of arthropod taxa that harbor N-fixing symbionts is not known and that only a
limited number of reports have confirmed utilization of fixed N by the few insect
taxa known to have these symbionts in their guts. It is possible that newly emerging
symbionts of insects relying on sugar-based diets, i.e., acetic acid bacteria, could
contribute to insect N metabolism or recycling, but this issue requires further
investigation (Crotti et al. 2010). Symbiotic interactions between saproxylophagous
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insects and microorganisms are known in the vast majority of termites and cock-
roaches, but there are limited data on the contribution of N-fixing organisms to
balancing the diets of Coleoptera and Hymenoptera (e.g., Vinet and Zhedanov 2010;
Kneip et al. 2007; Lilburn et al. 2001; Ulyshen 2015). Furthermore, the available
knowledge has been obtained using termites as model arthropods (Nardi et al. 2002;
Dillon and Dillon 2004). In a literature review on insect-mediated N dynamics in
decomposing wood, Ulyshen (2015) presented evidence of N fixation in insects that
included data on 66 taxa of wood-feeding insects, including both saproxylophages
and those in living wood, from 51 publications. Of the 66 taxa considered,
55 (83.3%) were termites; 10 (15.2%) were beetles, and 1 taxon (1.5%) was a
wasp. Similarly, of the 51 publications reviewed, 42 (82.3%) concerned termites,
8 (15.7%) concerned beetles, and 1 (2%) concerned a wasp. Considering that
approximately 2600 species of termites (Bignell et al. 2011) and 357,000 species
of beetles (Bouchard et al. 2009) are known, one could conclude that the knowledge
of the symbiosis between saproxylophagous insects and N-fixing organisms is
strongly biased toward specific social isopteran taxa, whose symbiotic associations
may differ from those of other insects, so this information should be applied to other
insects with caution. As noted by Dillon and Dillon (2004), studies of termites and
cockroaches have shown the extent to which microbes may contribute to balancing
the diets of their insect hosts. However, the class Insecta is diverse, even if consid-
ering only saproxylophages, and there are groups of insects whose relationships with
their microbiotas are undefined (Dillon and Dillon 2004; Nardi et al. 2002; Kneip
et al. 2007) even if the specific groups of microbes inhabiting their guts are known
(Baldrian 2017). Future studies should investigate the degree to which N-fixing
organisms mitigate N scarcity in the food of the different taxonomical groups of
insects that inhabit different ecosystems and feed on specific species of dead wood.

The knowledge gaps concerning both the types of microbes and the variations in
the significance of their actions for saproxylophages should be considered in future
research, which should explore the N dynamics in wood in the context of the life
history, nutritional physiology, and fitness of wood consumers. This may be done
using the multidimensional view of the ecological stoichiometry framework pro-
posed by Reiners (1986) and postulated by Elser et al. (1996) and by Sterner and
Hessen (1994) and described in detail in the book by Sterner and Elser (2002) [the
ecological stoichiometry framework will be briefly introduced in Sect. 13.4, but for
more detailed reviews, see, e.g., Sterner and Elser (2002), Hessen et al. (2013), Elser
et al. (2000a), Moe et al. (2005), Klausmeier et al. (2008), Sardans et al. (2012),
Lemoine et al. (2014), Sperfeld et al. (2016a, 2017), Filipiak and Weiner (2017b),
Cherif et al. (2017)]. To elucidate the function that insects and their microbiota play
in N cycling in ecosystems, future research should consider consumer-driven nutri-
ent recycling (CNR), in which the flow of matter through the food chain is regulated
by the elemental body composition of species that compose particular links in the
chain (for reviews on CNR, see, e.g., Elser and Urabe 1999 and Atkinson et al.
2016).
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13.3 Nitrogen Is an Important, but Not the Only Important,
Element: The Role of Dead Wood Enrichment During
Decomposition in P and Other Non-C Elements

Nitrogen is not the only physiologically important element, and co-limitation of the
growth and development of animals by a set of elements that are scarce in food is
more probable than limitation by a single or the most limiting element (Kaspari and
Powers 2016; Filipiak and Weiner 2017b). Atoms of approximately 25 chemical
elements are required to build an organism, and a shortfall in any can limit the
development, performance, and fitness of an individual, thus altering population
growth and, eventually, ecosystem function (Sterner and Elser 2002; Cherif 2012;
Kaspari and Powers 2016; Fraústo da Silva and Williams 2001). To maintain
stoichiometric homeostasis, growing individuals must collect specific proportions
of atoms to form adult bodies according to a specific “elemental recipe” (Sterner and
Elser 2002; Cherif 2012; Kaspari and Powers 2016; Jeyasingh et al. 2017), so their
growth, development, and fitness are likely co-limited by a set of food-borne
elements found in limited quantities (Kaspari and Powers 2016). This phenomenon
has received limited attention in studies focused on the nutrient dynamics of
decomposing wood (e.g., Swift et al. 1979; Boddy and Watkinson 1995; Laiho
and Prescott 2004; Strukelj et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2017), and although changes in
the concentrations of elements during decomposition have been studied, they have
not been related to the nutritional needs of saproxylophagous insects. Some studies
have focused on long-term patterns of nutrient mineralization, mobilization, input,
and accumulation (e.g., Swift et al. 1979; Boddy and Watkinson 1995; Laiho and
Prescott 2004; Strukelj et al. 2017; Yuan et al. 2017), and their emphasis on C
sequestration and nutrient availability in entire ecosystems leaves open the possibil-
ity of deeper investigation of the nutritional relationships between wood and
saproxylophagous insects. These relationships may be central to the decomposition
of dead wood and nutrient cycling in ecosystems (Chen and Forschler 2016).

Phosphorous is one of the most limiting elements for organisms feeding on dead
plant matter, and this limitation is considerably mitigated by decomposing fungi
(Filipiak 2016; Filipiak et al. 2016). Concentrations of P may be related to the
amount of RNA in an organism (Sterner and Elser 2002). The growth rate hypothesis
(GRH) postulates that P concentrations, growth rates, and body sizes are positively
correlated (Elser et al. 1996, 2000b; Sterner and Elser 2002; Elser and Hamilton
2007; Hessen et al. 2013), so organisms feeding on food with high C:P and N:P
ratios relative to the required ratios experience reduced growth, reproductive output,
and survival (Sterner and Hessen 1994; Sterner and Elser 2002; Elser and Hamilton
2007; Danger et al. 2013; Hessen et al. 2013). Additionally, P limitations can affect
ecosystem functioning and result in decreased litter decomposition rates (Kaspari
and Yanoviak 2008; Čapek et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Purahong et al. 2016).
However, P is not the only element that is scarce in wood and limiting for wood
eaters. Therefore, co-limitations on the growth and development of consumers with
access to a limited number of elements through their food should be considered
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(cf. Kaspari and Powers 2016; Jeyasingh et al. 2017). Our understanding of elemen-
tal limitations in heterotrophs in the sense of Liebig’s law, by which only the most
limiting nutrient shapes ecological interactions, is too simplistic. Rather,
multielemental (or multi-resource if macronutrients are considered) co-limitation
likely occurs and shapes these interactions (Marleau et al. 2015; Kaspari and Powers
2016; Sperfeld et al. 2016b; Wirtz and Kerimoglu 2016; Jeyasingh et al. 2017;
Kaspari et al. 2017a, b; Welti et al. 2017) (see also Meunier et al. 2017 for context
and discussion of the links between nutrient stoichiometry and organismal traits).
However, only C:N:P ratios have been extensively studied to date within the
framework of ecological stoichiometry and mainly in aquatic ecosystems (see
Filipiak and Weiner 2017b for review). Of the other elements, Na appears to be
particularly important for organisms feeding on plant matter (both dead and living),
and since Na is rare in plant tissues (including dead wood) but highly concentrated in
the bodies of herbivores and detritivores, it may be one of the elements that co-limit
the growth and development of organisms feeding on either dead or living plant
matter (e.g., Kaspari and Powers 2016; Kaspari et al. 2017a, b; Filipiak et al. 2017).
Indeed, the Na concentration in a host plant has been shown to be a factor shaping
the life history and fitness of butterflies (Swanson et al. 2016). Furthermore, a recent
analysis of the literature related to ecological stoichiometry shows that data about
elements other than C, N, and P are scarce, especially for terrestrial ecosystems (see
Filipiak and Weiner 2017b for review). Currently, many researchers continue to
focus on C:N:P stoichiometry (e.g., Sitters et al. 2017; Meunier et al. 2017; Welti
et al. 2017; Zhang and Elser 2017; Cherif et al. 2017, but see Jeyasingh et al. 2017,
which discusses shifts from single-nutrient models to more complex, multiple-
nutrient models that predict co-limitation), so future studies should fill this gap.
Considering a larger number of limiting elements may elucidate the mechanisms that
shape ecological interactions and the functioning of food webs (Chen and Forschler
2016; Filipiak 2016; Filipiak and Weiner 2017b), thus illuminating the
multielemental nutritional limitations imposed on the growth and development of
saproxylophagous insects that include P, N, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu (Filipiak and
Weiner 2017a).

13.4 Ecological Stoichiometry of Dead Wood Eaters: An
Elementary Approach to Balancing Energy
and Matter

Chemical elements are the most basic and fundamental building blocks of all living
matter, which, despite the diversity and complexity of its structure, consists of the
same approximately 25 chemical elements that are obtained and assimilated with the
use of energy (Sterner and Elser 2002; Cherif 2012; Kaspari and Powers 2016).
Ecological stoichiometry considers organisms as sets of atoms selected from the
environment in proportions required to create organic molecules. In this context of
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elemental (stoichiometric) homeostasis, the active regulation of elemental body
stoichiometry is an essential trait of individuals (Sterner and Elser 2002; Jeyasingh
et al. 2017) that influences the functioning of individuals as well as their ecological
interactions, resulting in changes in populations and affecting communities and
ecosystems as well as global levels of organization (Sterner and Hessen 1994;
Sterner and Elser 2002; Cherif 2012; Cherif and Loreau 2013; Hessen et al. 2013;
Galbraith and Martiny 2015; Wilder and Jeyasingh 2016; Zhang et al. 2016;
Jeyasingh et al. 2017). Every species has a unique composition of chemical elements
that must be homeostatically maintained (heterotrophs show lower levels of vari-
ability than autotrophs; Sterner and Elser 2002), which is the basis of the concept of
the multidimensional stoichiometric niche that may expand our current understand-
ing of how various biotic and abiotic factors regulate the abundance and distribution
of organisms and how organisms utilize, affect, and compete for resources in the
environment (Gonzalez et al. 2017).

The most influential feature of the elements that affect fitness is that specific
atoms cannot be transformed into other atoms by an organism during processing.
However, organic compounds composed of these atoms are changeable, and they
can be procured from food or by symbionts that inhabit the digestive tract. This
feature is consistent with the law of the conservation of mass, meaning that every
developing organism has access to only the building materials offered by its envi-
ronment. For saproxylic insects, this material consists of a few elements available in
excess (e.g., C, H, and O) and others found in limited quantities (e.g., P, N, and Na;
Sterner and Elser 2002; Kaspari and Powers 2016).

A mismatch between the elemental composition of a food and the requirements of
a consumer, even when food is available in excess, limits the growth and develop-
ment of the latter (Fig. 13.1; Sterner and Hessen 1994; Elser et al. 2000b; Sterner and
Elser 2002; Schade et al. 2003), so maintaining a balance between the supply and
demand of the elements needed for growth is crucial for development. Conse-
quently, wood eaters must manage a high threshold of stoichiometric mismatching
between their tissues and their food (Sterner and Hessen 1994; Sterner and Elser
2002; Denno and Fagan 2003; Fagan and Denno 2004; Hessen et al. 2013; Filipiak
and Weiner 2017b). Incompatibility between the nutritional composition (including
the elemental composition) of food and the needs of a consumer may result in limited
energy budgets, slow growth rates, and decreased fecundity and survivorship (see
Filipiak and Weiner 2017b for review). In other words, stoichiometric mismatches
negatively influence the fitness of a consumer and must be overcome, regardless of
the total amount of food available.

Previous studies (Filipiak and Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al. 2016) have
concluded that (1) during larval development, saproxylophagous beetles are
confronted with a severe nutritional imbalance that is not solely caused by the
poor digestibility of their food but mainly by stoichiometric mismatch; (2) the degree
of stoichiometric mismatch between xylophagous larvae and decaying dead wood
declines during larval development; (3) the relative proportion of nutritional ele-
ments other than C in wood increases substantially during decomposition, most
likely because of the importation of nutrients by fungal mycelia; (4) nutritional
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elements that limit the development of xylophages include N, P, K, Na, Mg, and Cu;
and (5) xylophage life history is shaped by elemental enrichment by fungal transfer
of nutrients to dead wood. Particularly interesting and important for saproxylophage
fitness are changes in the nutritional characteristics of dead wood that occur over
time that correspond with saproxylophage larval development (i.e., the first several
years of dead wood decay) and allow for saproxylophage growth, development, and
maturation (Filipiak and Weiner 2017a). In this chapter, the nutrient dynamics of
decomposing dead wood are discussed according to the nutritional needs of growing
and developing saproxylophages under the framework of ecological stoichiometry,
and the following section will explore (1) why the action of intestine tract symbionts
does not solve the problem of an unbalanced diet; (2) how nutrient dynamics in
decomposing dead wood may impact saproxylophage growth and development, thus
influencing its fitness; and (3) how saproxylophage-fungi interactions can reduce
stoichiometric mismatch, i.e., the limitations to growth and development experi-
enced by a saproxylophage.

Fig. 13.1 Consumers that feed on nutritionally poor food (e.g., dead plant matter) consume a
prepackaged ratio of atoms. For herbivores, detritivores, and saproxylophages, the food contains
more C relative to other atoms, so these organisms must manage a diet with excess C that presents a
stoichiometric imbalance that often limits their growth and development [consumer graphic source
(changed): freevector.com; license: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/]
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13.5 Limitations to the Growth and Development
of Saproxylophages: What Symbionts Can and Cannot
Do in Terms of Nutrient Dynamics

Similar to their hosts, digestive tract symbionts are limited by the poor nutritional
quality of their food, so stoichiometric mismatches and the corresponding limitations
to growth and development affect both the saproxylophage and its symbionts.
Digestive tract symbionts can improve the digestibility of food, supplement diets
with N, and synthesize organic compounds from the nutrients furnished by food, but
the absolute content of every nutritional element, other than N, processed by
microbial symbionts cannot be increased by those microbes. The role of symbiotic
organisms in insect nutritional ecology, as described by Douglas (2009), includes the
following: (1) enrichment of N-poor food via increases in the concentrations of N in
nodules produced by cultivated fungi (termites), the use of N from insect waste
compounds (symbionts: various bacteria and fungi; hosts: termites, cockroaches, and
hemipterans), N fixation (symbionts: bacteria; hosts: termites, beetles, and flies) and
the production of essential amino acids based on the available N; (2) the production
of vitamins and sterols based on available matter (symbionts: various bacteria and
fungi; hosts: all herbivorous and detritivorous insects); (3) the generation of avail-
able nutrients through the digestion of nearly indigestible matter (symbionts: pro-
tists, bacteria and fungi; hosts: saproxylic insects and insects using other cellulose-
rich diets); and (4) detoxification (symbionts: fungi; hosts: ants). However, every
atom processed by digestive tract symbionts remains in the digestive tract and can be
either assimilated or excreted. Furthermore, the rearrangement of available atoms
into chemical compounds can change the digestibility of food and may ease excre-
tion of some of the surplus C, but it cannot influence the stoichiometric mismatches
experienced by saproxylophages (Fig. 13.1). Thus, although digestive tract symbi-
onts can alleviate N limitations for xylophages (as described in Sect. 13.2) and can
make the diet more digestible, these symbionts cannot alleviate nutritional limita-
tions independent of the digestibility of the diet, which is tied to the scarcity of
elements other than C, H, O, and N.

13.6 Nutritional Requirements of Saproxylophages Relative
to the Nutritional Scarcity of Dead Wood

Stoichiometric mismatch between the elemental composition of an organism and its
food limits the organism’s growth and development and negatively impacts its
fitness, independent of the amount of food consumed; i.e., food quality may be
limiting for the consumer regardless of quantity (Sterner and Elser 2002; Sterner and
Hessen 1994; Cherif 2012; Kaspari et al. 2017a, b; Kaspari and Powers 2016;
Pokarzhevskii et al. 2003; Denno and Fagan 2003; Fagan et al. 2002; Elser et al.
2000b; for review, see Filipiak and Weiner 2017b). In this context, I will calculate
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the index illustrating stoichiometric mismatch between various saproxylophages and
different species of dead wood to relate the existing data on dead wood nutrient
dynamics to the nutritional needs of saproxylophages. As a result, I will illustrate the
meaning of the nutritional scarcity of dead wood for saproxylophages and the
nutrient dynamics in decomposing wood.

The fundamental index in ecological stoichiometry is the threshold elemental
ratio (TER), which allows the limiting effect imposed on an organism by stoichio-
metric mismatches to be calculated. The threshold elemental ratio is the lowest C:
other element atomic ratio in food at which the development of the consumer is not
limited by the availability of C (i.e., energy) but is limited by the non-C element
(Urabe and Watanabe 1992; Sterner and Elser 2002; Denno and Fagan 2003; Fagan
and Denno 2004; Hessen et al. 2013). The basis for calculating the TER represents
the requirement of the consumer for any non-C element during growth and devel-
opment that is represented by utilizing the consumption rates, assimilation rates, and
respiration rates of C and the non-C element of the consumer. Hence, both (1) the
energy budget, measured as the C balance, and (2) the budget of any non-C element
are considered.

The TER is understood as follows (Urabe and Watanabe 1992; Sterner and Elser
2002; Denno and Fagan 2003; Fagan and Denno 2004):

TERx ¼ GGEx=GGECð Þ � C : Xð Þiþ1 ð1Þ
where GGEx is the gross growth efficiency of element x, GGEC is the gross

growth efficiency of carbon, i is the trophic level, C is the concentration of carbon,
and X is the concentration of element x.

If

C : Xð Þi � TERx ð2Þ
then element x may become a limiting factor for growth at trophic level i+1.
Following Hessen et al. (2013), the TER for any C:X ratio, where X is any element

other than carbon, may be calculated as follows:

TERX ¼ AX= ICAC � RCð Þ=IC½ �f g � C : Xð Þiþ1, ð3Þ
where AX and AC are the assimilation rates for elements C and X, respectively, IC

is the carbon ingestion rate, RC is the carbon respiration rate, and (C:X)i+1 is the
atomic ratio of C:X in the body of the consumer.

However, in the case of herbivorous invertebrates, utilizing this index is techni-
cally impossible for certain elements. The gross growth efficiencies should be
experimentally measured through laboratory feeding trials using growing animals.
Such data are extremely scarce, particularly for elements other than N and P. For
organisms that feed on extremely nutritionally poor food and present low growth
rates and larval development that can take several years (e.g., wood eaters),
obtaining all the necessary data is practically impossible. Thus, the TER index for
invertebrates can only be estimated based on arbitrary assumptions (Fagan and
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Denno 2004; Frost et al. 2006; Doi et al. 2010). To allow for the identification of
multiple elements that co-limit the development of an organism and facilitate
comparisons between various taxa, habitats, food, and life histories, the trophic
stoichiometric ratio (TSR) was developed, which is a simplified version of the TER
that solely utilizes the elemental composition data of an organism and its food and
does not require feeding experiments (Filipiak and Weiner 2017a). The TSR is based
on the following relationship:

C : Xð Þi= C : Xð Þiþ1 � GGEx=GGEC ð4Þ
The minimum balanced ratio of GGEx/GGEC can be estimated as 1/0.25 ¼ 4

assuming that 75% of the consumed carbon is released as CO2 while the other
consumed elements are incorporated with 100% efficiency. Hence, it is conserva-
tively assumed that for (C:X)i/(C:X)i+1 � 4.0, the element x may impose a constraint
on growth (Filipiak and Weiner 2017a). Therefore, the TSR is calculated as follows:

TSRx ¼ C : Xð Þfood= C : Xð Þconsumer ð5Þ
where C is the concentration of carbon and X is the concentration of element x.
A TSRx � 4 indicates a possible limitation on the growth and development of an

organism caused by the scarcity of element X in its food; the higher the TSR value,
the more severe the limiting effect. The TSR is not meant to represent the actual
measured TER of a given element, but it instead serves as a relative index indicating
a potential stoichiometric mismatch. Various elements may be differentially
acquired, assimilated, reused, and excreted, and the TSR index compares the ele-
mental composition of the body of an animal and the food it consumed (not the food
assimilated). The absorbed matter has a different elemental composition than the
ingested matter, whose nondigestible surplus must be voided, and the physiological
effort this requires is proportional to the difference between the food eaten and the
food assimilated, which is proportional to the stoichiometric mismatch represented
by the TSR index. Because the TSR index assumes that non-carbon elements are
assimilated from food at a maximum rate (100%), the actual mismatches in natural
situations cannot be less than the estimated TSR values. Therefore, the TSR index
serves as a conservative but convenient tool that facilitates the detection of elements
that co-limit development and can be used to compare the severity of the limitations
imposed by various foods on different consumers.

In the present study, the TSR index was used to investigate (1) the constraints
imposed on the growth and development of saproxylophages because of the nutri-
tional scarcity of dead wood and (2) a possible strategy for mitigating the constraints
resulting from nutrient dynamics in decomposing dead wood. To this end, I calcu-
lated the TSR for various saproxylophagous and detritivorous insects that may use
dead wood as a food source. The calculation was based on data on the elemental
composition of arthropods compiled by Filipiak (2016; data collected worldwide
based on reported mean concentrations of elements for approximately ten species of
every taxon used, although the number of reported concentrations varied by element
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and taxon due to the scarcity of the reported data; see Supplemental Table 3 in
Filipiak (2016) for details). The TSR was calculated based on the elemental compo-
sition of the bodies of adult saproxylophages (C:Xconsumer) and the elemental
composition of the food eaten during their larval growth and development (C:
Xfood). I used the mean values for element concentrations reported by Filipiak
(2016) to calculate C:Xconsumer considering three taxa: beetles (Coleoptera), ants
(Hymenoptera; Formicidae), and dipterans (Diptera). Exact values are presented in
Filipiak (2016, see supplemental Table 3). To calculate the C:X ratios for exemplary
food sources of these insects, which constitute the numerator in the TSR index, I
applied data on variously decomposed dead wood of different species of angio-
sperms and gymnosperms based on data collected worldwide (Grier 1978; Lambert
et al. 1980; Foster and Lang 1982; Harmon et al. 1986; Preston et al. 1998, 2009;
Palviainen et al. 2010a, b; Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Johnson et al. 2014; Köster
et al. 2015; Palviainen and Finér 2015; Pearson et al. 2017). Considering all the
above studies, the wood was aged 0–64 years after tree death. Based on every study,
I utilized data on the elemental composition of the least decayed dead wood (or the
youngest if the decay stage was not given) and the most decayed dead wood (or the
oldest if the decay stage was not given) for every species investigated in a study. The
least decayed wood was aged 0–2 years after tree death depending on the study, and
the most decayed wood was aged 6–64 years after tree death. The least decayed
wood in a single study is hereafter called undecayed, and the most decayed wood is
termed highly decayed. I calculated TSRs for undecayed and highly decayed wood
to investigate whether and to what degree the stoichiometric mismatch experienced
by saproxylophages might be mitigated by feeding on nutritionally enriched
decomposed wood compared to undecayed wood. In other words, I asked the
question: “Can the dead wood of various tree species be sufficiently enriched during
decomposition to allow saproxylophages to nutritionally balance their diets and thus
overcome the limitation to growth and development posed by the nutritional scarcity
of pure, undecayed wood?” Some of the analyzed studies did not contain data on C
concentrations in the dead wood under study, for which C concentrations were
assumed to be 50% dry mass based on Johnson et al. (2014), who did not find
statistically significant differences from C ¼ 50% in various species and ages (0–16
years of decay) of dead wood. Concerning concentrations of C reported in all the
considered studies, for all the wood species, age, and the stage of decomposition, the
mean value was 49% and minimal, 45% and maximal, 57%.

The scarcity of seven elements (N, P, K, Mg, Fe, Zn, and Cu; Fig. 13.2) in dead
wood may limit the growth and development of saproxylophagous insects regardless
of the stage of wood decay and the insect taxa (exceptions: Zn tended to be not
limiting for dipterans feeding on decayed wood, and Mg tended to be not limiting in
decayed wood of Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.). This limitation occurred even
though the TSRs calculated for N, P, Fe, and Cu for feeding on decayed wood tended
to be 10–100 times lower than those for feeding on undecayed wood (exception: Fe
for feeding on Tsuga heterophylla; Fig. 13.2). Also for Zn and Mg, the calculations
showed a tendency to mitigate stoichiometric mismatch during wood decomposition
but to a lesser degree (Fig. 13.2). Magnesium limitation tended to be lower in
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Fig. 13.2 Stoichiometric mismatches (trophic stoichiometric ratios, TSRs) calculated for
detritivorous/saproxylophagous insects feeding on various species of dead wood: (A) gymnosperms
and (B) angiosperms. TSR values were calculated based on data from the literature (means) on the
elemental composition of dead wood and the elemental composition of the adult bodies of insects.
Undecayed wood (gray squares)—the least decayed/youngest dead wood investigated in a single
study; highly decayed wood (black squares)—the most decayed/oldest dead wood investigated in a
single study. Corresponding squares connected by a line, dead wood investigated in a single (the
same) study. Species symbols of gymnosperms, A. b., Abies balsamea; Pi. a., Picea abies; Pi. r.,
Picea rubens; Pin. s., Pinus sylvestris; P. m., Pseudotsuga menziesii; T. p., Thuja plicata; T. h.,
Tsuga heterophylla; and angiosperms, Ac. s., Acer saccharum; Al. g., Alnus glutinosa; Al. i., Alnus
incana; B. a., Betula alleghaniensis; B. pe., Betula pendula; B. pe and B. pu., Betula pendula and
Betula pubescens; F. g., Fagus grandifolia; and P. t., Populus tremula. Source literature for the
elemental composition of dead wood: Foster and Lang (1982), 1 and 6; Lambert et al. (1980), 2;
Köster et al. (2015), 3, 7, 18, 19, 22, and 24; Palviainen and Finér (2015), 4; Filipiak and Weiner
(2014), 9; Pearson et al. (2017), 10 and 11; Preston et al. (1998), 12, 13, and 16; Grier (1978), 14;
Preston et al. (2009), 15; Johnson et al. (2014), 17, 20, and 23; and Palviainen et al. (2010a, b), 5, 8,
and 21. Data source for insect elemental compositions: literature review by Filipiak (2016). The red,
dashed line shows TSR ¼ 4, and values below this threshold indicate the limiting effect on the
growth and development of an insect by the scarcity of a given element in the food consumed during
its larval period. The scarcity of N, P, K, Mg, Fe, Zn, and Cu in the dead wood of different species
may limit the growth and development of various saproxylophage taxa, and the power of this
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Fig. 13.2 (continued) limitation depends on the species and decay stage of the wood and the insect
taxa. In most cases, the nutrient dynamics in decomposing dead wood are not sufficient to overcome
the limiting effects, which persist even if mitigated by the nutritional enrichment of decomposing
wood. Therefore, diet supplementation with non-woody compounds is required
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decayed than undecayed wood for all the investigated species except Abies balsamea
(L.) Mill. (Fig. 13.2). Sulfur may be limiting for beetles but not for ants, and Mn may
be a limiting element for ants but not for beetles and dipterans (Fig. 13.2). The effect
of the limitations posed by K and Mg scarcity tended to differ with the wood species.
Furthermore, K limitation tended to be lower in decayed than in undecayed wood in
Pinus sylvestris L. and Fagus grandifolia Ehrh., but for the other investigated
species, K limitation tended to be higher in decayed wood or depended on the
study (Fig. 13.2). The analysis of the limitations posed on the growth and develop-
ment of insects by the multielemental stoichiometry of dead wood (Fig. 13.2) is
simple and rough yet instructive; it shows the complexity of the relationship between
the nutritional value of dead wood and its potential consumers. Several factors
should be taken into consideration when discussing this issue: (1) the general
nutritional value of dead wood; (2) changes in the nutritional value of the wood
that occur during decomposition; (3) differences between the behavior of atoms of
various elements, particularly increasing/decreasing concentrations of different ele-
ments with wood decay; (4) differences between various species of wood (e.g.,
Tsuga heterophylla versus other investigated gymnosperms or angiosperms versus
gymnosperms; Fig. 13.2). This analysis also shows the scarcity of the knowledge of
the nutritional value of dead wood for saproxylophages and the bias toward gym-
nosperms (especially Pinus sylvestris). In the following sections of this chapter, I
will summarize the existing knowledge on the nutrient dynamics in decomposing
dead wood, and I will relate the data on the dynamic changes in wood stoichiometry
with the nutritional needs of saproxylophages. The analysis (Fig. 13.2) revealed that
the nutritional scarcity of dead wood limits the growth and development of
saproxylophages because of imbalanced multielemental stoichiometry. In the fol-
lowing subsections, I will discuss the mechanism by which saproxylophages miti-
gate this limitation by utilizing a fungal network that connects nutritionally scarce
dead wood with nutritionally rich patches of the outside environment.

13.7 Nutrient Dynamics in Decomposing Dead Wood:
Short-Term (Several Years) vs. Long-Term (Dozens
of Years) Changes

Pure wood is rich in polysaccharides but includes few of the other biomolecules
required for saproxylophage growth and development (Parkin 1940; Pettersen
1984). The actions of insects and mites include bringing symbiotic fungi or soil
into the wood environment, which may contribute to the nutritional enrichment of
the internal dead wood environment (Ulyshen and Wagner 2013; Ulyshen 2016) but
not to the wood itself. Similarly, the dead wood environment may be nutritionally
enriched by the accumulation of loose organic material in tree hollows (Landvik
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et al. 2016) or by the accumulation of the feces of saproxylophages (Chen and
Forschler 2016; Sánchez et al. 2017). Another source of nutritional enrichment may
be the action of ants bringing nutrients in the form of harvested organisms and
excreta from the outside environment (Pinkalski et al. 2015). Finally, fungi
inhabiting dead wood may create mycelial networks that extend beyond the wood
itself, allowing them to import nutrients from external sources, thus improving
substrate quality for invertebrates (Filipiak et al. 2016; Filipiak and Weiner
2017a). However, the wood tissues themselves cannot be nutritionally enriched in
this way, so it was assumed that the wood mainly becomes enriched via the digestion
of polysaccharides and the loss of C through respiration as CO2 by microorganisms
during decomposition (Swift et al. 1979; Boddy and Watkinson 1995). This process
should result in an increase in the percentages of non-sugar nutrients and non-C
elements in wood (Swift et al. 1979; Boddy and Watkinson 1995), and the nutri-
tional quality of wood can be represented as the ratios of the concentrations of C to
other elements (i.e., C:X ratio, where C represents the concentration of carbon and
X represents the concentration of any non-carbon element x) (Swift et al. 1979;
Boddy andWatkinson 1995; cf. Elser et al. 2000a; Sterner and Elser 2002, where the
atomic ratio is utilized instead of the mass ratio). Changes in this ratio during
decomposition have been used to discuss nutrient dynamics in decomposing dead
wood (Swift et al. 1979; Boddy and Watkinson 1995; Filipiak et al. 2016), and it has
been noted that nutrient importation via fungal mycelium probably occurs in the
early stages of wood decomposition (first few years of decomposition) and results in
an increase in the absolute contents of certain non-C elements (Stark 1972; Swift
1977; Swift and Boddy 1984; Wells et al. 1990; Clinton et al. 2009). However, this
phenomenon has received limited research attention, with studies primarily focused
on the nutrient losses that occur during later stages of decomposition (5—several
dozen years of decomposition; Foster and Lang 1982; Harmon et al. 1986; Dighton
2003, 2007; Palviainen et al. 2010a, b; Köster et al. 2015). Therefore, it was assumed
that C loss is the main driver of the observed increase in the nutritional quality of
dead wood, so the eventual transport of substances by fungi from external sources
may be neglected (Swift et al. 1979; Harmon et al. 1986; Wells and Boddy 1995;
Johnson et al. 2014; Köster et al. 2015; Clymans et al. 2016). In this chapter, the
nutrient dynamics observed in decomposing wood will be discussed in the context of
the nutritional needs of saproxylophages, so in contrast to most previous studies, the
short-term (several years) changes in the nutrient concentrations in the dead wood
environment will be discussed with a focus on elements that are physiologically
important for saproxylophagous insects. Additionally, the mechanisms responsible
for these changes will be further discussed in relation to the growth, development,
and fitness of saproxylophages.

Studies of dead wood decomposition processes have reported various and some-
times opposing changes in the concentration of elements, and such conflicting results
can be attributed to the different methods used to classify the stages of wood decay.
Certain methods are based on measuring samples collected from dead boles or
stumps that may not represent the stage of decay of the entire bole/stump, and
differences may be related to variation in samples of dead wood collected from
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different tree species or from wood with bark, wood alone (sapwood and heart-
wood), sapwood alone, or heartwood alone. An additional source of variation may
be the location of the decomposing wood, which would be related to differences in
environmental conditions and decomposer communities (e.g., Rinne et al. 2017
showed the temperature dependency of N fixation). It is also possible that the dead
wood of various species has specific nutrient dynamics (Fig. 13.2).

Lambert et al. (1980) studied mass loss and chemical changes in decaying boles
of balsam fir (Abies balsamea; subalpine balsam fir forest, North America) and
measured the concentrations of C, N, P, Ca, Mg, K, and Na, and these authors did not
observe significant differences in the element concentrations among (1) standing
dead trees, (2) fallen and slightly decomposed logs, and (3) fallen and moderately
decomposed logs. Dead wood in advanced states of decay presented significantly
increased concentrations of N, P, and Mg relative to less decayed wood, but the
concentrations of other elements were not found to change significantly. Lambert
et al. (1980) also studied changes in the absolute amounts of elements in boles aged
0–70 years over seven decades. Bole death spurred a continuous increase in the
absolute levels of N, whereas the absolute P levels tended to increase over the first
10 years and then decrease. In contrast, the absolute levels of Ca, Mg, and K tended
to decrease (Lambert et al. 1980). However, different results were reported by Grier
(1978) in western hemlock-sitka spruce (Tsuga heterophylla) ecosystems (Central
Oregon Coast, North America); in this case, fallen logs aged 2–38 years were
studied, and the absolute levels of N, P Ca, Mg, and K tended to decrease between
the 2nd and 5th years of decomposition. The long-term changes in the concentrations
and absolute levels of N, Ca, Mg, and Na tended to increase while P and K tended to
decrease during decomposition; the C content was not determined. In a northern
hardwood forest in North America, Johnson et al. (2014) studied the nutrient
dynamics of dead sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), American beech (Fagus
grandifolia Ehrh.), and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britt.) wood over
16 years of decomposition and reported increases in N, P, and Ca concentrations
in all studied species, decreases in K concentrations in two species, decreases in the
C:N ratios in all species, decreases in the C:P ratios in two species, decreases in the
N:P ratio in one species, and an increase in the N:P ratio in one species. The total
amounts of K and Mn decreased in all species, and the total levels of N, P, Ca, and
Mg increased over the first 2–10 years depending on the species and decreased after
10 years in all species. In Asia, Yuan et al. (2017) studied the decomposition of
Pinus armandii Franch. and Quercus aliena Blume wood over an 18-year period,
and a decrease in K concentrations and an increase in C, N, P Ca, and Mg
concentrations were observed for both species. The C:N ratios tended to decrease
over time, yet the pattern of change in elemental concentrations and C:N ratios
differed between species. Laiho and Prescott (2004) concluded in their review,
which was based on a dataset that considered a decomposition period spanning
100 years for various wood species worldwide, that N and P concentrations typically
increase during decay while the concentrations of other elements tend to vary.
However, all these studies failed to consider the nutritional needs of
saproxylophagous insects that develop in dead wood over several years (during
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which specific changes in nutrient concentrations may occur) that are not related to
long-term changes. Therefore, the mechanisms contributing to the changes in the
nutritional quality of decaying wood that occur during the time corresponding to
saproxylophage growth and development cannot be interpreted reliably. Concentra-
tions of non-carbon elements (X) can increase as decay proceeds because either the
absolute amounts of C decrease or the absolute amounts of element x increase
(Fig. 13.3), and lower C:X ratios indicate better nutritional conditions for
saproxylophages (Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Filipiak et al. 2016; Filipiak and
Weiner 2017a; Fig. 13.3). Assuming CO2 loss from dead wood during decomposi-
tion is the main factor that contributes to wood nutritional enrichment, a similar
increase in the concentrations of all non-carbon elements should be observed.
Table 13.1 shows the estimated decrease in C:X ratios in decomposing wood
calculated from the decrease in the density of decaying wood in which there is no
net import of nutrients; the estimations were adapted from Boddy and Watkinson
(1995). For comparison, Table 13.1 also shows the measured concentrations of
non-carbon elements in decomposing wood. The measured concentrations changed
to differing degrees during the first 4 years of decomposition, leading to different
decreases in C:X ratios during decomposition depending on the non-carbon element
(Table 13.1). This change suggests that at least in the initial stages of decomposition,
mechanisms other than C loss via respiration may highly contribute to the observed
nutrient dynamics and the rearrangement of C:other element ratios. During the very
early stages of decay, the nutritional composition of dead wood may be dramatically
rearranged (Filipiak et al. 2016), so the processes that occur during the early stages of
decomposition that nutritionally enrich wood and allow saproxylophages to grow,
develop, and reach maturity should be clarified. The few studies conducted on the
nutritional changes in dead wood during early stages of decomposition (0–5 years)

Fig. 13.3 Two mechanisms that contribute to the nutritional enrichment (an increase in elements
other than C) of dead wood during decay: (1) C loss and (2) the transport of outside nutrients. A
decrease in the C:X ratio during the initial stages of dead wood decomposition should favor the
growth and development of saproxylophages. X represents the concentration of any non-carbon
element x and C represents the concentration of carbon
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suggest that nutrient transport by fungi from external sources plays a crucial role in
the nutritional rearrangement of wood during the time of saproxylophage develop-
mental requirements (Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Filipiak et al. 2016; Filipiak and
Weiner 2017a; temperate deciduous forest, Europe). The further changes in dead
wood nutrient dynamics may depend on the changes during the first few years of
decomposition, when dead wood may be considerably enriched in several nutrients.
For pine stumps in Central Europe, concentrations of N, P, K, Na, Mg, Fe, and Cu
may increase by approximately 2 to 25 times, depending on the element, during the
first 4–5 years of wood decay (Filipiak and Weiner 2014; Filipiak et al. 2016). The
increase is considerable and reflects the increase in the absolute amounts of these
elements in the wood (Filipiak et al. 2016), and such a nutritionally supplemented
wood may be further exploited during later stages of decay by various taxa of
saproxylophages. A 16-year study of the nutrient dynamics in the wood and bark
of three tree species indicated that the net amount of N, P, Mg, and Ca increased in a
species-dependent manner during the first 2 years of decomposition. However,
detailed analyses of the observed patterns are impossible because of the small sample
size and variability in element concentrations (Johnson et al. 2014). One could ask
whether the age of decomposing wood is a good proxy for its nutritional character-
istics. If changes in the nutrient concentrations of dead wood can result from
microbial action with fungi being responsible for enrichment via the transport of
outside nutrients, then fungal infection of dead wood may better explain the

Table 13.1 Decrease in the C:X ratios (C, concentration of carbon; X, concentration of any
non-carbon element x) in decomposing wood

Mass loss (%) Decrease in estimated C:X ratios (Boddy and Watkinson 1995)
C:N C:P C:K C:

Ca
C:
Mg

n-fold decrease from the original
mass

29 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.39

46 1.86 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85

64 2.78 2.78 2.79 2.76 2.78

82 5.61 5.56 5.53 5.63 5.55

Decay stage Decrease in measured mean C:X ratios (Filipiak and Weiner 2014)
C:N C:P C:K C:

Ca
C:
Mg

C:
Na

C:
Fe

C:
Zn

C:
Mn

C:
Cu

n-fold decrease from the undecayed dead wood
Moderately
decayed

4.45 5.41 2.01 1.13 1.14 1.02 2.27 1.18 0.92 8.12

Highly decayed 27.12 16.87 5.60 1.48 1.90 1.53 2.65 1.35 1.33 8.15

Theoretical and measured values are compared based on theoretical data estimated under the
assumption that the loss of wood mass is only caused by the release of CO2 during respiration
and that a net loss or importation of minerals does not occur during the decay process (Boddy and
Watkinson 1995), and themeasured values are themeans for pine stumps aged 0–4 years after tree cutting
(Filipiak and Weiner 2014). The theoretical values show similar C:X ratios declines for all elements x
considered, and the measured values show differing decreases in C:X ratios for various elements x.
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observed variation in nutrient concentrations than the age of the wood. For this
reason, I compared the relationship between (1) dead wood age and the concentra-
tion of nutritional elements and, for the same wood samples, between (2) levels of
fungal hyphae and the concentrations of nutritional elements to examine whether the
variation in the elemental concentrations of dead wood with age was attributable to
fungal nutrient transport (Fig. 13.4). I examined the data from 45 pine stumps of
known age in various stages of decay (a few months to 5 years after tree cutting) that
included the concentrations of 12 elements (C, N, P, S, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn, Mn,
and Cu) and a known concentration of ergosterol, which is a proxy for the levels of
fungal hyphae, from Filipiak et al. (2016). A redundancy analysis (RDA) was
performed to simultaneously compare the composition of multiple elements in
wood and the relationship between ergosterol levels and wood age (Fig. 13.4). An
analysis of the ergosterol content and wood age (Fig. 13.4A) suggested that concen-
trations of elements in wood (except S) are closely correlated with ergosterol levels
(amount of fungi) and may be slightly correlated with wood age. The first two axes
explained 48.44% of the total variance. Relationships between ergosterol content
and the concentration of elements are denoted by vectors that symbolize the contents
of ergosterol and the elements around the first axis, which explained 45.76% of the
total variance (C concentration declined, and the concentrations of other elements,
except S, increased as did that of ergosterol). A vector symbolizing wood age
positioned between axes 1 and 2 was situated closer to the 2nd axis that explained
only 2.68% of the total variance. High variation was observed in ergosterol content,
and it was not related to wood age. Element concentration was strongly correlated
with ergosterol content, and because fungi translocate nutrients to the wood, the
amount of fungal tissue may be assumed to be responsible for the variation in the

Fig. 13.4 Multivariate analysis of the stoichiometric relationships between the ergosterol content,
dead wood age, and 12 studied elements. The RDA plot and the first two axes are shown. (A) Plot
considering ergosterol content and wood age; (B) plot considering wood age alone; and (C) plot
considering ergosterol content alone. Circles denote single pine stumps in various stages of
decomposition, and the size of the circles denotes the ergosterol content of the stumps, n ¼ 45.
For all axes in A, B, and C, p < 0.05
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element concentrations in the wood. Thus, the variation in element concentrations
was not dependent on the age of the dead wood, but it was dependent on the amount
of fungi inhabiting the wood. Indeed, an analysis that focused strictly on wood age
revealed a weak correlation between wood element concentrations and wood age
(Fig. 13.4B). Axis one in Fig. 13.4B is related to wood age and explained only
15.11% of the total variance. The element concentrations were positioned closer to
the 2nd axis and explained 42.21% of the total variance (Fig. 13.4B). The concen-
trations of Fe, Zn, Na, and N were correlated with wood age to the highest degree,
but they were not strong for any of these elements. The analysis of ergosterol content
alone revealed a random distribution of stumps by age in the RDA plot (Fig. 13.4C),
and axis 1, which is related to ergosterol content and the element concentrations
(except S), explained 45.34% of the total variance. Carbon concentrations decreased,
while the concentrations of other elements (except S) increased along with ergosterol
content. The elements most closely correlated with ergosterol were N, K, Na, Cu,
and P, and these correlations were strong. Of these elements, the transport of N, K,
Cu, and P to dead wood by fungi was reported in a previous study (Filipiak et al.
2016).

Thus, the age of dead wood is not a good proxy for its nutritional characteristics,
while measures of fungal hyphae inside the dead wood environment are related to
the observed pattern of C:X decline during decomposition. Previous studies have
shown that fungal transport increases the total amount of N, P, K, Cu, and Fe, and
potentially Na and Mg, in wood infested by fungi, and this may be the main factor
explaining decreases in C:X during the initial stages of decomposition (first several
years; Filipiak et al. 2016). Therefore, the age of dead wood may not be related to its
nutritional quality, and the amount of fungal hyphae within dead wood may be a
better proxy for nutritional quality and thus usability by saproxylophages.

13.8 Nutrient Dynamics Related to the Requirements
of Saproxylophages: A Case Study Utilizing Existing
Data on the Ecological Stoichiometry
of Saproxylophagous Insects

To date, some data have been published on the nutrient dynamics of decaying wood
associated with the nutritional needs of saproxylophages that use three species of
beetles as model organisms: Stictoleptura rubra, Arhopalus rusticus (Coleoptera,
Cerambycidae), and Chalcophora mariana (Coleoptera, Buprestidae) (Filipiak and
Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al. 2016). The goal of this chapter is to discuss the
nutrient dynamics in dead wood in the context of the requirements of wood eaters, so
in this subsection, I will focus on the three model species of beetles for which
relevant data exists. All three beetles inhabit the same environment (dead pine wood)
and exploit the same resources, but they belong to two families (Cerambycidae and
Buprestidae) and have different life histories, resulting in different adult body sizes
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(Filipiak and Weiner 2014). Therefore, the beetles differ in their nutritional needs
and must collect different amounts of nutrients during larval growth to compose the
adult body. In the literature (Dominik and Starzyk 2004), the development times for
these species are reported to be 3 years in the smallest beetle, S. rubra; 2–4 years in
A. rusticus, which is of intermediate size; and 5–6 years in the largest of these
beetles, C. mariana. Their mean body sizes are as follows (species, female and male
in grams dry mass): S. rubra, 0.07 and 0.03; A. rusticus, 0.13 and 0.08; and
C. mariana, 0.22 and 0.18 (Filipiak and Weiner 2014). I shall start by relating the
available data on the body composition of various groups of insects (Coleoptera,
Diptera, and ants) to the nutritional composition of dead wood in different stages of
decay and that of fungi to investigate the possible nutritional mismatches experi-
enced by various groups of saproxylophagous insects, the limitations to their growth
and development posed by these mismatches, and the possibilities for mitigating
these mismatches.

I used the TSR index (described in Sect. 13.6) to investigate (1) the constraints
imposed on the growth and development of saproxylophages as a result of the
nutritional scarcity of dead wood and (2) methods of mitigating the constraints
resulting from these nutrient dynamics. Thus, I calculated the TSRs for various
saproxylophagous and detritivorous insects that may feed on dead wood and
performed two analyses. Analysis 1, illustrated in Fig. 13.5, was performed to
answer the question: “How do fungi contribute to mitigating the stoichiometric
mismatch and nutritional limitation experienced by various insects feeding on
dead wood?” In this analysis, I utilized data available from the literature on the
elemental composition of various insects, fungi, and dead wood collected world-
wide. Analysis 2, which is illustrated in Fig. 13.6, was performed to investigate how
dead wood nutrient dynamics are related to the nutritional requirements of
saproxylophages inhabiting the wood. In this analysis, I focused on the example of
trophic relationship between saproxylophages, dead wood, and fungi, utilizing the
data on the three species of wood-boring beetles (Stictoleptura rubra, Arhopalus
rusticus, and Chalcophora mariana) inhabiting pine stumps. The data used for both
analyses contained precise average, variability and minimal and maximal values for
C and other elements, which allowed for the potential mean and minimal and
maximal values of the TSR index to be calculated.

The analysis of the literature related to the nutrient dynamics in dead wood and
the elemental compositions of saproxylophagous insects revealed a lack of data
associated with the nutritional needs of the organisms that inhabit wood, and the
estimates are incomplete due to an absence of data on several physiologically
important elements (atoms of 25 elements should be considered; Cherif 2012;
Kaspari and Powers 2016) as well as the different saproxylophage taxa and various
species of dead wood. Nevertheless, the extrapolation of such calculations to
generalize the interactions between dead wood and wood eaters is highly instructive
and may lead to important and testable hypotheses.
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Fig. 13.5 Stoichiometric mismatches (TSRs) calculated for detritivorous/saproxylophagous insects
that may use dead wood and fungi as food. TSR values were calculated for four sources of food:
variously decomposed wood divided into three decay classes (source: Filipiak and Weiner 2014)
and fungi (source: Filipiak 2016). Bars denote the minima and maxima, and white and black dashes
denote means. The Y-axis scale is logarithmic. Source of insect elemental composition data:
Filipiak 2016. TSR values �4 denote limitations on growth, and the dotted red line denotes the
threshold value (TSR ¼ 4). The growth and development of insects feeding on dead wood may be
co-limited by N, P, Cu, K, Mg, Zn, and Fe scarcity, and the strength of this limitation is mitigated as
wood is decomposed by one or two orders of magnitude during the first 4 years of decomposition.
This limitation may be completely mitigated using fungi as a food source
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13.8.1 Analysis 1

I calculated the TSR index based on data on the elemental compositions of insects
compiled by Filipiak (2016; data collected worldwide based on reported mean
concentrations of elements for approximately ten species of every taxon used, but
the number of reported concentrations varied by element due to scarcity of data on
the elemental composition of the insects). The TSR was calculated based on the
elemental compositions of adult bodies (C:Xconsumer) and the food eaten during the
growth and development of these bodies (C:Xfood). To calculate the C:X ratios for
exemplary food sources for these insects, which constitute the numerator in the TSR
index, I applied data on (1) variously decomposed dead wood aged 1–4 years and
divided into three decay classes that differed in the amounts of fungal hyphae
growing inside the wood (Filipiak and Weiner 2014; pine stumps collected from
the Puszcza Niepołomicka Forest, Lesser Poland; N ¼ 8–26 depending on the decay
class and the element) and on (2) the elemental compositions of fungi that may grow
inside dead wood and be used by saproxylophages as food instead of wood (Filipiak

Fig. 13.6 Relationships between ergosterol content (proxy for fungi) in dead wood and the
nutritional limitations imposed on the growth and development of saproxylophagous beetles
inhabiting the wood expressed as TSRs. TSR values �4 denote the limitations caused by a scarcity
of atoms of the considered element, and these limitations are more severe for TSR values substan-
tially different than 4. Calculations were based on the mean element concentrations in beetle bodies
(source: Filipiak and Weiner 2014) and the element concentrations and ergosterol content of dead
wood inhabited by the studied beetles (aged a few months to 5 years) (source: Filipiak et al. 2016)
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2016; data collected worldwide based on reported mean concentrations of elements
for a species, utilizing from 4 (C) to 69 (Fe, Zn, Mn) mean values).

The analysis revealed (Fig. 13.5) that limitations of seven elements (N, P, Cu, K,
Mg, Zn, and Fe) had the greatest effect on insect development (Zn may not be
limiting for Diptera), with calculated TSR values above the threshold of 4 (Fig. 13.5).
For P and N, the TSRs calculated for feeding on moderately decayed wood were
approximately ten times lower than those for feeding on undecayed wood, and the
TSRs calculated for feeding on heavily decayed wood were approximately 100 times
lower than those for feeding on undecayed wood. For Cu, the TSRs calculated for
feeding on both (1) moderately decayed wood and (2) heavily decayed wood were
approximately ten times lower than those for feeding on undecayed wood. For K, the
TSRs decreased almost tenfold from undecayed to heavily decayed wood, and for
Mg and Fe, the TSRs declined approximately two- to threefold from undecayed to
heavily decayed wood. All the elements were considered limiting to insect growth
and development, even for the most nutritious wood sample (heavily decayed
wood). These limitations, however, are mitigated when insects feed on fungal
hyphae that overgrow wood during decay. Therefore, the nutrient dynamics found
in decomposing wood may mitigate the nutritional limitations on the growth and
development of saproxylophagous insects, but these dynamics provide insufficient
nutrients. Thus, selective feeding on fungal hyphae might supply saproxylophages
with their required nutrients. Therefore, wood ingested by saproxylophages as they
form corridors in dead wood may not be a major source of body-building nutrients
for these organisms, and growing insects likely rely on fungi as a source of nutrition.

13.8.2 Analysis 2

During the first few years of dead wood decomposition, the transport of nutrients
from the external environment through fungal hyphae shapes nutrient dynamics and
transforms nutritionally scarce wood environments into niches that are nutritionally
adequate for saproxylophagous insects (Filipiak et al. 2016; Filipiak and Weiner
2017a). It has been suggested that the transport of nutrients from the environment
may continue during latter stages of wood decomposition, but the leaching of
nutrients from wood into the environment may also occur. However, the C:X ratios
continue to decrease, potentially because of C loss (Boddy and Watkinson 1995;
Laiho and Prescott 2004; Johnson et al. 2014), so long-term C losses from
decomposing wood initially enriched by fungi with non-C elements may further
mitigate the nutritional limitations experienced by insects inhabiting dead wood
during later stages of decay. Hence, the initial enrichment of the wood environment
with nutrients transported by fungi from the outside may be an important mechanism
that further shapes the long-term nutrient dynamics in dead wood. Therefore, I
utilized the available data from the literature to investigate the degree to which the
nutritional enrichment of dead wood during the first few years of decay might
mitigate the nutritional constraints of saproxylophagous insects feeding on dead
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wood. For the three species of saproxylophagous beetles examined, I was able to
determine the relationships between nutritional limitations and the amounts of fungi
(expressed as the concentrations of ergosterol) within dead wood over the first
5 years of decay (Fig. 13.6). I used data published on variously decomposed dead
wood aged from a few months to 5 years (Filipiak et al. 2016; 77 pine stumps
collected in Puszcza Niepołomicka Forest). The TSR values for these stumps could
be related to the ergosterol content (proxy for fungus levels) that was measured by
Filipiak et al. (2016), and these stumps were inhabited by three species of
saproxylophagous beetles that differed in their life history characteristics:
Stictoleptura rubra (Cerambycidae), the smallest one with a larval development
time reaching 3 years; Arhopalus rusticus (Cerambycidae), which is intermediate in
size with a larval development time reaching 4 years; and Chalcophora mariana
(Buprestidae), the largest beetle with a larval development time reaching 6 years
(Filipiak and Weiner 2014, 2017a; Filipiak et al. 2016). Based on these data, I
calculated TSRs for ten elements (N, P, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn, Mn, and Cu) and for
the three species of the beetles (females and males separately) feeding on wood in
various stages of decomposition and containing various amounts of fungi (expressed
as ergosterol content) to show the nutrient dynamics in decomposing dead wood in
the context of wood eater requirements. The calculated TSRs involved approxi-
mately 4 to 600 μg of ergosterol per g of wood (dry mass), and they decreased
with increasing ergosterol content (Fig. 13.6) by approximately 100-fold for P (from
3000 to 30), 30-fold for N (from 450 to 15), 45-fold for Fe (from 30 to 0.7), 30-fold
for Cu (from 160 to 5 for cerambycids and from 30 to 1 for buprestids), 13-fold for K
(from 110 to 8.5), and 10-fold for Na, Mg, Zn, and Ca (Na, from 200 to 24; Mg, from
30 to 3; Zn, from 30 to 3; and Ca, from 7 to 0.7). Although the TSR levels decreased
by almost tenfold for Mn, this element was not limiting (TSR < 4). These results
suggest that fungal infection of dead wood during decomposition allows
saproxylophagous insects to develop, grow, and reach maturity, and the strength
of these limitations might be sex and taxon dependent, especially for Cu (Fig. 13.6).
This analysis, similar to Analysis 1, revealed that even the most nutritious wood is
not an adequate food source for its consumers; stoichiometric mismatches persisted
even if considerably mitigated via fungal infection of dead wood. Supplementary
feeding on fungi may additionally mitigate nutritional limitation. Prolonged devel-
opment time, which is observed in the beetle species under consideration, may be the
result of stoichiometric mismatch and thus limit growth and development as
suggested by Filipiak and Weiner (2017a).

The comprehensive analysis of the nutritional limitations experienced over 3–4
years of larval development by Stictoleptura rubra and Chalcophora mariana in
dead wood (Filipiak andWeiner 2017a) shows that the life cycles of these beetles are
shaped by the importation of N, P, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu by fungi into this
nutritionally harsh environment at the start of the decay process. The strategy used
by saproxylophages to overcome the nutritional limitations of dead wood involves
(1) fungal rearrangements of dead wood stoichiometry during the first years of decay
and (2) prolonged growth supported by a low mortality risk. Because the ecological
stoichiometry of saproxylophagous insects has not attracted sufficient attention,
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global trends based on a multi-taxa analysis cannot be determined. Additional
studies on the limiting elements (e.g., P, N, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu) and different
taxa of dead wood and saproxylophages are needed to elucidate the important
interactions between saproxylophages and dead wood as well as the dependencies
of saproxylophages on the nutrient dynamics of decomposing wood associated with
fungi.

An experimental study of the interactions described above may not be possible
because of the long-term and expensive feeding trials required to study growing,
wood-eating animals (that require several years of larval development) and to
perform long-term terrain studies of decomposing wood. However, the TSR index
was developed to identify multiple elements that co-limit the development of an
organism and facilitate comparisons between various taxa, habitats, food sources,
and life histories (cf. Filipiak and Weiner 2017b). This index may be used as a
convenient tool in future studies.

13.9 Limitations on the Growth and Development
of Saproxylophages Are Mitigated During Dead Wood
Decomposition via Contributions by Fungi

The nutritional quality of dead wood changes over the first several years of decom-
position, and this is important for the first species of saproxylophagous insects that
colonize a dead piece of wood (e.g., the three species of wood-boring beetles
presented above). However, the other species that colonize dead wood after this
initial stage of decomposition also rely on the nutritional rearrangement of the wood
that happens over the first several years of decomposition (Figs. 13.2 and 13.4
suggest how this mechanism may work). As discussed earlier (Sect. 13.6;
Fig. 13.2), pure dead wood is too poor nutritionally to be a sufficient source of
food for saproxylophagous insects. The nutrients required for insects to properly
develop are transported to dead wood by fungi, resulting in a rearrangement of the
nutritional composition of the wood during the first few years of decay (Filipiak et al.
2016; Filipiak and Weiner 2017a). Fungal hyphae in dead wood are connected to
nutritional patches of organic matter or minerals in the external environment. Rocks
can be weathered by fungi and are sources of specific atoms used to build fungal
mycelia, and these atoms are further translocated within the ecosystem (Burford
et al. 2003; Gadd 2007, 2017a; Gadd et al. 2012; Li et al. 2016). Fungi can consume
soil fauna and exchange acquired nutrients for C from trees (Klironomos and Hart
2001); the acquired nutrients are translocated to dead wood through the fungal
mycelium (Stark 1972; Swift et al. 1979; Lodge 1987; Boddy and Watkinson
1995; Dighton 2003, 2007; Cairney 2005; Watkinson et al. 2006; Clinton et al.
2009; Mooshammer et al. 2014). Depending on the size of the adult,
saproxylophages can grow, develop, and reach maturity by consuming wood rich
in fungal hyphae over the course of several years (Filipiak and Weiner 2017a), and
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during this period, they are able to gather all the building blocks (atoms) required to
develop their adult bodies. This prolonged developmental time is feasible because
the interior of the dead wood is a safe environment that provides superior climatic
conditions, thereby reducing mortality compared with that of insects in the surround-
ing environment (Walczyńska 2010; Filipiak and Weiner 2017a; Walczyńska and
Kapusta 2017).

13.10 Conclusions and Avenues for Future Research

The nutrient dynamics of decomposing dead wood have rarely been studied in
relation to the specific nutritional needs of saproxylophagous insects. Incorporating
an ecological stoichiometric framework could be used to (1) directly relate the
nutrient dynamics in dead wood to saproxylophage nutrition; (2) detect specific
limitations imposed on the growth and development of insects; (3) identify a set of
nutritional elements that co-limit the growth and development of insects; (4) discuss
how nutritional limitations influence the growth, reproductive output, survival,
fitness, and life histories of dead wood eaters; and (5) better understand wood
decomposition rates and standing stocks of wood in different age classes. Points
1–4 could be discussed in relation to the decomposition process as influenced by
saproxylophagous insects, which could (6) elucidate the role of dead wood nutrient
dynamics in nutrient cycling in ecosystems. Although the nutritional composition of
dead wood (including the species-specific concentration of elements in wood) has
been studied over the past 50 years, limited information is available on the needs of
growing and developing saproxylophagous insects. These insects must extract
elemental atoms in the correct proportions to develop and maintain stoichiometric
homeostasis. Studies of the elemental compositions of various saproxylophagous
insect taxa are needed to identify the nutritional requirements for various elements
and relate these needs to the elemental composition and nutrient dynamics of dead
wood. Relating the multielemental stoichiometry of saproxylophage bodies to the
nutrient dynamics in decaying wood is a prerequisite for understanding the dynamics
underlying saproxylophage nutritional balance and identifying nutritional con-
straints experienced by saproxylophages and potential methods to overcome such
constraints. The TSR index could serve as a convenient and easy-to-use tool for
analyzing nutritional constraints. The identified limitations should be further studied
via feeding experiments, but the long larval development periods of certain species
of saproxylophagous insects may render such studies technically impossible.

To date, the application of ecological stoichiometry to the nutrient dynamics of
dead wood has led to the following conclusions:

1. The growth and development of dead wood-eating beetles is co-limited by the
scarcity of essential elements, such as N, P, K, Na, Mg, Zn, and Cu.

2. Fungi use dead wood as a source of energy and nutritionally rearrange it while
growing in dead wood during the first 4–5 years of decay. Thus, fungi can fill a
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nutritional niche for dead wood eaters that facilitates insect growth, development,
and maturation.

3. In turn, xylophages affect dead wood by fragmenting, shredding, and producing
frass, thereby contributing to further wood decomposition and nutrient cycling.

4. Because of the complex ecological interactions among dead wood, fungi, and
dead wood eaters, large masses of organic matter in terrestrial ecosystems (wood)
are continuously being decomposed in forests. Much remains to be learned about
the multielemental co-limitation of saproxylophagous insect growth and devel-
opment and its role in shaping wood decomposition and nutrient cycling in
ecosystems.

Wood stoichiometry and stoichiometric mismatches between wood and
saproxylophages might vary with latitude. As was noted in Sect. 13.1, tropical
wood seems to be more nutritious than temperate wood (Ragland et al. 1991;
Pettersen 1984), but it is not known whether this difference is large enough to be
important for saproxylophage nutrition. It is also not known whether the nutritional
needs of tropical saproxylophage assemblages differ from those of similar, temperate
assemblages. Considering the differences in size between tropical and temperate
insects, it may be hypothesized that tropical insects require larger amounts of
nutrients to build their bodies. Therefore, a simple comparison of the nutritional
quality of dead wood originating from different geographical regions is not suffi-
cient, and such a comparison should be performed that considers the wood-
saproxylophage relationship.

It is possible that wood stoichiometry differs between angiosperms and gymno-
sperms, imposing different stoichiometric mismatches on potential consumers (see
Fig. 13.2 and Sect. 13.6). A quick analysis of already available data (Fig. 13.2) has
shown that angiosperms indeed impose slightly lower limitations on
saproxylophages growth and development than gymnosperms, which results from
the generally lower C:other elements ratios in angiosperm wood than in gymno-
sperm wood. However, even if it is slightly lower, the limiting effect still exists, and
it is not known whether the observed difference between angiosperms and gymno-
sperms is of any importance for saproxylophages (i.e., if the difference might
influence their biology). As in the case of geographical differences, elucidating
this question requires considering not only the difference between the nutritional
value of gymnosperm vs. angiosperm wood but also the nutritional needs of the
specific saproxylic assemblages that feed on different types of wood.

Analysis of the data in the literature related to nutrient dynamics in decomposing
wood has shown that studies are biased toward temperate regions (mainly Northern
Europe) and especially toward the wood of Pinus sylvestris. Additionally, the
concentrations of C in dead wood, which are necessary to calculate stoichiometric
mismatches, are rarely considered. Therefore, future studies should focus on sam-
pling more taxonomically and nutritionally diverse data. Furthermore, data on the
nutritional needs and stoichiometry of saproxylophages are extremely rare, and
without such data, it is impossible to discuss the nutrient dynamics in dead wood,
which can be clarified only by considering the nutritional needs of the organisms
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feeding on this wood. Therefore, studies are needed of the nutritional needs and
stoichiometry of various saproxylophages inhabiting different wood species that
originate from geographically diverse locations.
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